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In the second run of the LHC, which started in April 2015, an accurate understanding of Standard
Model processes is more crucial than ever. Processes including electroweak gauge bosons serve
as standard candles for SM measurements, and equally constitute important background for BSM
searches. We here present the NLO QCD virtual contributions to W +W − + jet in an analytic
format obtained through unitarity methods and show results for the full process using an implementation into the Monte Carlo event generator MCFM. Phenomenologically, we investigate total
as well as differential cross sections for the LHC with 14 TeV center-of-mass energy, as well as
a future 100 TeV proton-proton machine. In the format presented here, the one–loop virtual
contributions also serve as important ingredients in the calculation of W +W − pair production at
NNLO.
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1. Overview
We here consider the hadronic production of W pairs in association with a single jet at nextto-leading order (NLO) in QCD at a hadron collider with a center-of-mass energy of 14 and 100
TeV, respectively. The W bosons decay leptonically, with all spin correlations included. At tree
level this process corresponds to the partonic reaction,
q + q̄ → W + +W − + g
|
|
→ µ − + νµ
|
|
→ νe + e+

(1.1)
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Figure 1: Sample diagrams entering the calculation of the leading order amplitude for the WW +jet process,
corresponding to (a) W emission from the quark line and (b) emission from an intermediate Z boson or
photon.

At next-to-leading order we must include the emission of an additional parton, either as a
virtual particle to form a loop amplitude, or as a real external particle. Sample diagrams for virtual
NLO contributions are shown in Fig. 2; in addition, one-loop corrections to Fig. 1 (b) must be
included. All results presented in the following have been obtained using the calculation of Ref. [1],
where virtual corrections have been obtained using generalized unitarity methods [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
as follows: Each amplitude is decomposed in terms of the usual one-loop basis
A ({pi }) = ∑ d j I4j + ∑ c j I3j + ∑ b j I2j + R .
j

j

(1.2)

j

In this equation Inj represents a scalar loop integral with n propagators, commonly referred to as
box (n = 4), triangle (n = 3) and bubble (n = 2) integrals. The integral coefficients d j , c j and b j
can be obtained by the application of unitarity cuts in four dimensions. The rational remainder
term R can be determined using similar cutting rules, after the inclusion of a fictitious mass for
the particles propagating in the loop. Since the tree-level on-shell amplitudes that appear in the
cutting procedure are quite complex, this procedure has been performed with the help of the S@M
2
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with all possible crossings of the partons between initial and final states. Tree level diagrams for
this process are shown in Fig. 1.
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Mathematica package [8]. The evaluation of the scalar integrals appearing in Eq. (1.2) has been
performed using the QCDLoop Fortran library [9].
The combination of the virtual contributions with born and real emission diagrams has been
implemented using MCFM [10, 11]. Note that we do not include the effects of any third-generation
quarks, either as external particles or in internal loops.
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Figure 2: Sample diagrams entering the calculation of the one-loop amplitude for the WW +jet process. The
one-loop diagrams can be categorized according to whether a gluon dresses a leading-order amplitude (left),
or whether the diagram includes a closed fermion loop (right).

2. Coefficients
We consider all particles outgoing and consider the process,
0 → q− (p1 ) + q̄+ (p2 ) + ℓ− (p3 ) + ℓ̄+ (p4 ) + ℓ− (p5 ) + ℓ̄+ (p6 ) + g+ (p7 ) ,

(2.1)

Tree-level amplitudes for this process have been presented in detail in Refs. [12, 13], whose notation we follow closely.
As a representative box integral coefficient we choose the one corresponding to the basis integral I4 (s56 , s34 , 0, s17 ; s127 , s234 ). We here show the leading color integral coefficient, which receives
a pre-factor of Nc . It can be written as,
1
1
h12i2 h2|P|2]
d (s56 , s34 , 0, s17 ; s127 , s234 ) =
×
2 s − m2 2 h27i h17i
s34 − mW
56
W




h23ih2|P|6]
[71]h15i h25i
h2|P|4]
h3|2 + 4|6] −
+
[42] −
D
D
h2|P|7]
D

(2.2)

where the compound momentum P and denominator factor D are defined by,
P = s17 p34 + s234 p17 ,

D = h2|(3 + 4) (1 + 7)|2i.

(2.3)

The factors of D can be put into a more familiar form by relating them to the product DD⋆ , where
the complex conjugate of D is simply given by D⋆ = [2|(3 + 4) (1 + 7)|2]. The product can be
written as a trace of gamma matrices that evaluates to,
DD⋆ = 4s34 (p2 · p17 )2 + 4s17 (p2 · p34 )2 − 8(p2 · p17 )(p2 · p34 )(p17 · p34 ) .
3

(2.4)
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ΓW
ΓZ
2
gW
GF

80.385 GeV
91.1876 GeV
0.095032
0.22290

2.085 GeV
2.4952 GeV
0.42635
0.116638 × 10−4

Table 1: The values of the mass, width and electroweak parameters used to produce the results in this paper.

3. Total cross sections
The results presented in this section have been obtained using the parameters shown in Table 1.
In calculations of LO quantities we employ the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [14], while at NLO we use
CT10 [15]. The renormalization and factorization scales are usually chosen to be the same, µR =
µF = µ , with our default scale choice µ = µ0 given by,

µ0 ≡

1
HT
= ∑ pi⊥ .
2
2 i

(3.1)

The sum over the index i runs over all final state leptons and partons. Jets are defined using the
anti-kT algorithm with separation parameter R = 0.5 and must satisfy,
jet

jet

|η jet | < 4.5 .

p⊥ > p⊥,cut ,

(3.2)
jet

The cross-sections predicted at LO and NLO are shown in Fig. 3, as a function of p⊥,cut and for
values as large as 400 GeV at the 100 TeV machine. The theoretical uncertainty band is computed by using a series of scale variations about the central choice µ0 . The uncertainty corresponds to scale variations of {µR , µF } = {2µ0 , 2µ0 } , {µ0 /2, µ0 /2} for 14 TeV and {µR , µF } =
{2µ0 , µ0 /2} , {µ0 /2, 2µ0 } for 100 TeV. The cross-sections at NLO are significantly larger than
those at LO and, in general, the uncertainty bands do not overlap. At 100 TeV the cross-sections
are about an order of magnitude larger than at 14 TeV.
jet
As useful operating points, we use p⊥,cut = 25 GeV at both collider energies and also choose
jet

to study the additional case p⊥,cut = 300 GeV at 100 TeV, which we will label 100 TeV* in the
following. The cross-sections for WW +jet production at these colliders, under the basic jet cuts
of Eq. (3.2), are collated in Table 2 1 . Note that the effect of the decays of the W bosons is not
included. At the 100 TeV machine, the jet cut of 300 GeV has been chosen so that the cross section
1 Note

that there is a minor typographical error in Ref. [1] in the relative uncertainty due to scale variations for the
LO cross section at 100 TeV, which we have corrected here.
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This is just the Gram determinant for this basis integral; its presence, when raised to a sufficiently
high power, can lead to numerical instability in phase space regions where it is very small. To
avoid any such issues we veto phase regions where cancellations between the terms in Eq. (2.4)
(and equivalent expressions for the other box integrals) occur at the level of 10−6 or more. In our
studies this occurs only very rarely, in about one in a million events, so that the effects of such a
veto are tiny compared to the anticipated level of precision.
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√

s

jet

p⊥,cut

14 TeV

25 GeV

100 TeV

25 GeV

100 TeV

300 GeV

σLO [pb]

σNLO [pb]

+11.7%
39.5−11.0%

48.6+3.8%
−4.0%

+11.22%
30.3−10.56%

53.7+8.0%
−7.6%

+22.3%
648−19.3%

740+4.5%
−9.3%

Table 2: Cross-sections for the process pp → WW +jet at proton-proton colliders of various energies, together with estimates of the theoretical uncertainty from scale variation as described in the text. Monte
Carlo uncertainties are at most a single unit in the last digit shown shown in the table.

is similar in size to the 14 TeV cross section, as can be seen from Table 2. This cut provides a useful
benchmark in a different kinematic regime that may be more appropriate at that collider energy.
An interesting feature of the higher order corrections to processes such as the one at hand
is the existence of so-called “giant K-factors” [16]. These are due to the existence of kinematic
configurations at NLO that do not exist at LO and that can be the dominant contribution in certain
jets
distributions. An observable that exemplifies this effect is HT , which is defined to be the scalar
sum of all jet transverse momenta in a given event. At NLO, real radiation contributions arise in
which two hard partons are produced approximately back-to-back, with the W +W − system relatively soft. Such configurations are not captured at all by the LO calculations, in which the parton
and W +W − system are necessarily balanced in the transverse plane. This results in the by now
jets
well-known feature of huge NLO corrections at large HT , as shown in Fig. 4. Similar effects are
5
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√
Figure 3: Cross-sections at s = 14 TeV (left) and 100 TeV (right), as a function of the transverse momentum cut on the jet. The prediction at each order is shown as a solid line, with the dotted lines indicating the
scale uncertainty corresponding to a factor of two variation about the central scale.
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jet

variable
p⊥, j
|η j |
| ηℓ |
p⊥,ℓ1
p⊥,ℓ2
mℓℓ
pmiss
⊥
∆Φℓℓ
mℓℓ
T
max[mℓT1 , mℓT2 ]

cut
> 25 GeV
< 4.5
< 2.5
> 22 GeV
> 15 GeV
∈ [10, 80] GeV
> 20 GeV
< 2.8
< 150 GeV
> 50 GeV

Table 3: Cuts applied in the 14 TeV analysis, corresponding to the “full” set of cuts. The jet cuts, corresponding to the first two lines in the table, are the only ones applied for the “basic” cross-section.

observed at both energies, with NLO predictions at least an order of magnitude larger than their
LO counterparts in the tails of the distributions. At 100 TeV the onset of the giant K-factor is a
little slower, but still occurs well before the interesting multi-TeV region.

4. Differential distributions
We first consider the case of 14 TeV LHC running, with a set of cuts inspired by the ATLAS
determination of the spin and parity of the Higgs boson presented in Ref. [17]. The WW process
constitutes the largest irreducible background in the H → WW ⋆ decay channel and a cocktail of cuts
must be applied in order to access information about the Higgs boson. The cuts are summarized
in Table 3. These include constraints on the transverse mass of (X, ETmiss ) systems, mXT , where
X ∈ (ℓℓ, ℓ1 , ℓ2 ), with pℓℓ = pℓ1 + pℓ2 . This quantity is defined by2 ,
r

− miss 
−p X , →
X
m = 2 pX E miss 1 − cos ∆Φ(→
E
) .
(4.1)
T

2 See,

⊥ T

T

for instance, Eq. (3) of Ref. [18].
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jets

Figure 4: The distribution of the observable HT = ∑jets p⊥ at LO and NLO, for 14 TeV (left) and 100 TeV
(right).
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σ LO [fb]
462.0(2)
67.12(4)

σ NLO [fb]
568.4(2)
83.91(5)

K
1.23
1.25

Table 4: Cross-sections at 14 TeV. Monte Carlo uncertainties are indicated in parentheses and are smaller
than the per mille level.

We now consider differential distributions in mℓℓ
T , ∆Φℓℓ and mℓℓ as well as the transverse moj1
mentum of the lead jet, p⊥ . These quantities are shown in Figure 5 where, for comparison, the LO
prediction has been rescaled by the K-factor from Table 4. This indicates that there is very little
difference between the shapes of the distributions at each order, with the exception of the transverse momentum of the leading jet. In contrast this does receive significant corrections, which is
expected since additional radiation beyond a single jet is only present at NLO.

Figure 5: Kinematic distributions at 14 TeV, using the full set of cuts specified in the text. The NLO
prediction is shown as the solid (red) histogram, while the dashed (blue) histogram corresponds to the LO
prediction rescaled by the K-factor.

To illustrate some of the key differences between the predictions for WW +jet production at
14 and 100 TeV, we now examine NLO predictions for a number of kinematic distributions and
7
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In the results that follow we shall always consider the decay of each W boson into a single
lepton family, i.e. the Born level quark-antiquark process we consider is the one shown in Eq. (1.1).
The cross-sections under these cuts are given in Table 4. In order to assess their effect, we also show
for comparison the cross sections obtained using only the jet cuts, i.e. the top two lines of the cuts
in Table 3. The table also shows the K-factor, defined by K = σ NLO /σ LO , which we find is rather
insensitive to which set of cuts is applied.
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compare their behaviour at different c.o.m energies. Fig. 6 shows two quantities that characterize
the overall nature of this process, the transverse momentum of the leading jet and the scalar sum of
jets
all jet and lepton transverse momenta, HT (c.f. HT earlier). All histograms have been normalized
to the total NLO cross-sections given earlier, in order to better compare their shapes. At 100 TeV
the leading jet is significantly harder than at 14 TeV. The HT distribution is also harder at 100 TeV
with, of course, a significant shift in the peak once the jet cut is raised. 3

Turning to leptonic observables, Fig. 7 shows the transverse momentum and rapidity of the
positron from the W + decay. The transverse momentum spectrum of the positron falls much less
steeply at 100 TeV, and even less so with a higher jet cut. The rapidity distribution of the positron
is also changed non-trivially, with the broader peak at 100 TeV reflecting the fact that the process is
probing a much smaller parton fraction. When the jet cut is raised to 300 GeV the required parton
fraction is again larger so that the shape is a little closer to the one found at 14 TeV. 4 An observable

Figure 7: NLO p⊥,ℓ (left) and ηℓ (right) distributions, normalized by the respective total cross sections, for
14 TeV(red), 100 TeV(blue), and 100 TeV* (green)

that is particularly interesting for this process is the azimuthal angle between the electron and the
3 This

variable is also frequently used as a cut variable in searches for physics beyond the SM, for example in
Refs. [19, 20], where cuts are placed in the range ∼ 0.6–2 TeV depending on the details of the search strategy.
4 Although not shown here, the jet rapidity exhibits a similar behaviour.
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Figure 6: NLO p⊥, j (left) and HT (right) distributions, normalized by the respective total cross sections, for
14 TeV(red), 100 TeV(blue), and 100 TeV* (green)
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positron, which can be used to isolate contributions to this final state from Higgs boson decays. As
shown in Fig. 8, under the usual jet cuts at 14 TeV, this distribution is peaked towards ∆Φℓℓ = π ,
a feature which persists at 100 TeV using the same jet cut. Once the jet cut is raised significantly,
the recoil of the W +W − system results in the two leptons instead being preferentially produced
closer together, i.e. in the region ∆Φℓℓ → 0. This is the same region of ∆Φℓℓ that is favoured by
events produced via the Higgs boson decay. Even if the jet threshold at a 100 TeV collider were
not as high as 300 GeV, such a shift in this distribution could be an important consideration in
optimizing Higgs-related analyses in the W +W − decay channel. Despite this shift to smaller ∆Φℓℓ ,

the combination of this effect with the change in the p⊥,ℓ distribution shown earlier results in a
relatively similar distribution for mℓℓ , albeit with a longer tail.

5. Summary
In this contribution we have considered the process W + W − + jet at NLO QCD, making use of
an analytic calculation implemented into the Monte Carlo event generator MCFM. We have considered total cross sections as well as several differential distributions at proton-proton colliders with
14 TeV and 100 TeV center-of-mass energies. For the latter case we have also considered the effect
of increasing the minimum p⊥, j cut by roughly an order of magnitude. We found that in general at
100 TeV dimensionful variables such as p⊥ or mℓℓ exhibit longer tails in the distributions, reflecting
the increased center-of-mass energy of the system; the increase of the center-of-mass energy also
leads to broader rapidity distributions. Furthermore, applying a higher p⊥ cut significantly changes
distributions for the dilepton azimuthal angle ∆Φℓℓ as well as the total transverse momentum of the
visible system HT , which are frequently used for background suppression for Higgs measurements
or BSM searches, respectively. In case such an increased cut is applied, this needs to be taken into
account when devising the respective search strategies at a 100 TeV machine.
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Figure 8: NLO ∆Φℓℓ (left) and mℓℓ (right) distributions, normalized by the respective total cross sections,
for 14 TeV(red), 100 TeV(blue), and 100 TeV* (green)
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